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The Honda Valkyrie is a motorcycle that was manufactured by Honda from to The Valkyrie was
offered with a reverse gear in Japan. On introduction in , a naked Standard and later, a Tourer
model were offered. The Tourer included a windshield and lockable hard saddlebags. It was
designated as a GLCT. In , the Interstate model was added to the lineup, which included a
fork-mounted fairing along with a larger capacity fuel tank and a trunk at the rear of the
motorcycle. It was designated as a GLCJ. As sales eventually dwindled, the Interstate and
Tourer models were dropped after , leaving only the Standard model remaining. Honda
introduced a limited edition model in named the Valkyrie Rune with a 1,cubic-centimetre It was a
major departure from the original Valkyrie in styling and purpose. This model was produced at
the Honda motorcycle plant in Marysville, Ohio. Based on the flat-six 1, cubic centimetres
However the Valkyrie loses the fairing, windshield and bags windshield and bags are available
Honda optional accessories. ABS is also available not standard. The Valkyrie has an all digital
multi-instrument dash screen. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Cruiser motorcycle.
Immediate Media Co. Retrieved 20 November The Gold Wing F6C has a new aluminium
subframe, new styling and steering geometry and radiators mounted on the sides instead of the
front. Bikeland Media. Veteran reviewers agree the F6B and the Gold Wing already carve
corners far better than anyone who hasn't ridden them can believe. The Valkyrie goes beyond
the F6B in handling and other areas, especially in stripping weight; down to a svelte pounds
wet. Motorcyclist Online. Source Interlink Media. Like the original, which debuted way back in ,
the new Valky bases off the Gold Wing, picking up the existing SOHC, valve
opposed-six-cylinder engine trussed into an aluminum twin-spar frame. Cycle News. Archived
from the original on 25 November The engine configuration â€” combined with where it's
mounted in the Valkyrie's aluminum twin-spar frame â€” makes for a low center of gravity. That,
combined with a low seat height of Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda
Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda motorcycles Cruiser
motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Six-cylinder motorcycles Motorcycles powered by flat
engines Shaft drive motorcycles. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from January Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Five- speed manual , shaft-drive.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Valkyrie. Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR
Streetfire. CB Nighthawk. CBF Hornet, CMXC Rebel. CMX Rebel. NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTC
Shadow. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre. NTV Deauville. VFR
Interceptor. ST Pan-European. GL Gold Wing. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator. VFRX Crossrunner.
VFRX Crosstourer. Failure of the government to maintain control of civil affairs might have been
caused by the Allied bombing of German cities , or uprising of the millions of foreign forced
laborers working in German factories. Hitler's death as opposed to his arrest was required to
free German soldiers from their oath of loyalty to him Reichswehreid. After lengthy preparation,
the plot was activated in , but failed. The original plan, designed to deal with internal
disturbances in emergency situations, was developed by General Friedrich Olbricht 's staff in
his capacity as head of General Army Office and was approved by Hitler. The idea of using the
Reserve Army in the German homeland for a potential coup existed before, but apart from Hitler
himself, only Colonel-General Friedrich Fromm , Chief of the Reserve Army since , could initiate
Operation Valkyrie. Fromm's refusal to cooperate in a prospective coup posed a serious
obstacle to the conspirators. Nevertheless, after the lessons of a failed assassination attempt
on 13 March , Olbricht felt that the original coup plan was inadequate and that the Reserve Army
should be used in the coup even without Fromm's cooperation. The original Valkyrie order only
dealt with strategy to ensure combat readiness of units among scattered elements of the
Reserve Army. Olbricht added a second part, 'Valkyrie II', which provided for the swift mustering
of units into battle groups ready for action. In August and September , General Henning von
Tresckow found Olbricht's revision inadequate, and thus greatly expanded the Valkyrie plan and
drafted new supplementary orders. A treacherous group of party leaders has attempted to
exploit the situation by attacking our embattled soldiers from the rear to seize power for
themselves. Detailed instructions were written for occupation of government ministries in
Berlin, of Himmler's headquarters in East Prussia , of radio stations, of telephone exchanges, of
other Nazi infrastructure through military districts , and of concentration camps. Both women
wore gloves to leave no fingerprints. The conspirators depended on the assumption that the
rank-and-file soldiers and junior officers designated to execute Operation Valkyrie would be
motivated to do so on the basis of their false belief that the Nazi civilian leadership had behaved
with disloyalty and treason against the state, and were therefore required to be removed. The
conspirators counted on the soldiers to obey their orders as long as they came from the

legitimate channel â€” namely, the Reserve Army High Command - in the emergency situation
following Hitler's putative death. For the planned coup to succeed, therefore, the plotters had
either to win Fromm over to the conspiracy, or to neutralize him in some way. Fromm, like many
senior officers, largely knew about the military conspiracies against Hitler, but neither
supported them nor reported them to the Gestapo. The key role in its actual implementation was
played by Colonel Claus Schenk Graf von Stauffenberg , after his assassination attempt on
Hitler on 20 July Stauffenberg also further improved the Valkyrie plan and made changes to
address changing situations. Stauffenberg's position as Chief of Staff of the Reserve Army gave
him access to Hitler for reports and at the same time required his presence at headquarters for
implementation of Valkyrie. At first, Tresckow and Stauffenberg sought out other officers with
access to Hitler who could carry out the assassination. Tresckow attempted several times to be
assigned to Hitler's headquarters without success. Finally, Stauffenberg decided to carry out
both the assassination attempt and the Valkyrie operation, which greatly reduced the chance of
success. After two abortive attempts, Stauffenberg placed the bomb on 20 July and hurried
back to Berlin to assume his pivotal role. Discovering from Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel that the
bomb had not killed Hitler, Fromm refused to initiate Valkyrie, only to know that General
Friedrich Olbricht had initiated in his name; refusing to cooperate, he was removed and arrested
by the conspirators and replaced by General Erich Hoepner. This led to the failure of the coup,
with most of the commanding officer learning of the fact that Hitler was alive and cancelling
their operations. When it was clear that the coup had failed, the less resolute members of the
conspiracy in Berlin began to change sides. Fromm was freed from his detention room and,
after a brief fight, he managed to regain control of the Bendlerblock. In a desperate attempt to
cover his involvement, he ordered the executions of General Friedrich Olbricht , his chief of
staff Colonel Albrecht Mertz von Quirnheim , Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg , and his adjutant
Lieutenant Werner von Haeften. Shortly after midnight, the condemned men were led to a
mound of earth back-lit by idling vehicles where each was executed by firing squad in the
courtyard of Bendlerstrasse headquarters. In this hour of greatest danger, the government of
the Reich has declared a state of military emergency for the maintenance of law and order and
at the same time has transferred the executive power, with the supreme command of the
Wehrmacht , to me. Any opposition to the military power of enforcement is to be ruthlessly
crushed. In this hour of highest danger for the Fatherland , unity of the Wehrmacht and the
maintenance of full discipline are the uppermost requirements. That is why I make it the duty of
all commanders of the army , the navy , and the air force to support the holders of executive
power in carrying out their difficult task with all means at their disposal and to guarantee the
compliance of their directives by the subordinate sections. The German soldier stands before a
historical task. It will depend on his energy and attitude whether Germany will be saved. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. German World War II emergency plan. For the plot to
assassinate Hitler, see 20 July plot. For the film based on this plot, see Valkyrie film. For the film
based on this plot, see Operation Valkyrie film. Main article: 20 July plot. London: Amber Books
Ltd. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata
Articles containing German-language text Articles with German-language sources de.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Brunnhilde [3] is the reigning
sovereign of New Asgard , erstwhile leader to the fallen Valkyries ; shield-maidens who swore to
defend the throne. She resided on Sakaar as a bounty hunter designated Scrapper after her
defeat at the hands of Hela. Years into her self-imposed exile, Valkyrie found the Asgardian
prince Thor and sold him to the Grandmaster , only to grow towards him when he told her of
Hela's new invasion of Asgard. She was one of the few survivors from Thanos ' attack , helping
lead the remaining Asgardians to safety before the Mad Titan destroyed the ship and killed the
remaining forces, and ultimately survived the Snap. Over the five years following the Snap,
Valkyrie helplessly saw Thor spiraling down into alcoholism and idleness due to his previous
failure to stop Thanos. Nevertheless, as Thor had been convinced to rejoin the Avengers to
reverse the effects of Thanos' actions, Valkyrie later led the charge of the Asgardians during the
Battle of Earth , which ultimately saw Thanos and his forces meeting their complete demise.
Following this victory, Valkyrie was appointed the new leader of the Asgardians by Thor, who
would join the Guardians of the Galaxy while knowing that the Asgardians were left in her
capable hands. Brunnhilde charges with the Valkyries. Brunnhilde was one of the many
Valkyries sent by Odin to drive Hela back to her prison. Riding a winged steed , Valkyrie
engaged Hela in combat. Hela created a vast amount of weapons that she used to kill the
Valkyrie as they descended on her. Brunnhilde was one of the last of the Valkyrie, managing to
avoid death by the ferocious attack when Hela then personally engaged her but was thwarted by
the only other remaining Valkyrie. Being all that remained of the Asgardian warrior maidens,

Brunnhilde exiled herself to the planet Sakaar where she served the Grandmaster as one of his
best acquisition specialists under the designation "Scrapper ". She had an antagonistic
relationship with the Grandmaster's bodyguard, Topaz , but was favored by the Grandmaster
himself. Scrapper eventually found and brought the Grandmaster Hulk after he arrived on
Sakaar. Valkyrie arrives in the scrapyard of Sakaar. Scrapper located a group of Sakaaran
Scrappers that had just captured Thor. Considering Valkyrie's payment for delivering the
contender to the Grandmaster , she intervened the Scrappers and parked her Warsong in front
of them. As Valkyrie was drinking her alcohol, she demanded them to relinquish their ownership
over Thor. Valkyrie attacks the Sakaaran Scrappers. While drunkenly walking towards the
Scrappers, Valkyrie stumbled around onboard of her ship and began to trip onto the garbage
that was on the ground. Getting up from the ground, Valkyrie told the Scrappers that Thor is
hers and if they want him then they'll have to go through her. As the Lead Scrapper disobeyed
her demand and insisted on capturing her too, Valkyrie then proceeded to turn on her gauntlets
and shoot almost all of the surrounding Scrappers that were holding Thor hostage. Once one
Scrapper survived from the shootout, Valkyrie dodged his attack and subdued him due to her
Asgardian strength. As Thor thanked her for seemingly rescuing him from a life of slavery,
Valkyrie quickly threw an Obedience Disk onto his neck and activated it with a remote
controller, electrocuting and incapacitating him. With the opportunity to capture Thor, Valkyrie
took him by the broken cape and went onboard in her ship. Valkyrie drove her Warsong with
Thor being knocked out, it soon that Thor had eventually regained consciousness. Valkyrie
informed the Grandmaster that she'll be on her way for the delivery, however, Thor demanded to
know who she was and where he was being taken, smashing at the glass and proclaiming
himself to be the son of Odin and insisting that he had to get back onto Asgard. Valkyrie simply
ignored Thor's demands and then reactivated the Obedience Disk, much to her mockery.
Valkyrie brings Thor to the Grandmaster. After bringing Thor to a sped-up presentation that led
him to be awake from his unconsciousness and found himself sitting in front of the
Grandmaster, Valkyrie observed him from afar as the Grandmaster told her that he looked
wonderful. While Thor attempted to break from his restraints, Valkyrie was told that she always
brings the best stuff and was about be complimented until Topaz called her trash. After
Grandmaster apologizes on behalf of his bodyguard and called Valkyrie the best, she then
noted that she brought a contender and was brought closer to Thor. Once attempted to break
free, Valkyrie tased him again with the controller. Valkyrie told Grandmaster that she'll take ten
million and was given the units by Topaz. When Thor threatened Valkyrie, she reminded him
that she cannot pay for bringing him to the Grandmaster. Valkyrie having a drink at the
Sakaaran bar. Buying alcohol near the gladiator's quarters, Valkyrie started to open up her fiery
beverage before stopping a bystander for stealing it. Thor then spotted Valkyrie who was
imprisoned after she had captured him. As Thor was about to talk to Valkyrie, she threatened
him with a device that would activate his Obedience Disk. Valkyrie listens to Thor for help on
escaping. As Thor was considerably more nervous about speaking with Valkyrie, she drank her
bottle of alcohol until Thor was distracted from her tattoo from her time of joining the Valkyries.
While Valkyrie attempted to ignore Thor, she listened on from Thor being enthusiastic over
about his admiration of the Valkyrie and how he had always wanted to join them before learning
they were only women. Thor then attempted to hold a conversation with Valkyrie, telling her of
the threat of Asgard and Hela 's return. Valkyrie leaves Thor to battle other champions. After
Thor had requested Valkyrie's help in stopping Hela, she waved bye to him until Thor called her
a coward before being told to go out and fight. Being furious with his reasoning, Valkyrie
confronted Thor and stated that he was no longer on Asgard, including the resignation of her
title as a Valkyrie. While Thor was electrocuted and beaten by the Sakaaran Guards , Valkyrie
told the God of Thunder that no one can escape Sakaar so he'll die anyways. Valkyrie arrives for
the Contest of Champions. Arriving upwards from the Contest of Champions arena with her
Warsong , Valkyrie had her drink and sat down to observe the fight in order to see Thor in the
area. While the audience continued cheering, Grandmaster introduced Thor as the Lord of
Thunder while his champion prepared to arrive. When the champion emerged, it was revealed to
be Hulk, having Thor fight against him in a brutal duel. However, Valkyrie was surprised by the
sheer blow from Thor, as he strikes Hulk with it at full force. Valkyrie observed Thor 's fight
against Hulk. Seeking to end the fight without any more conflict, Thor then tried to use Black
Widow 's calming technique which Valkyrie found confusing on what he was doing before Thor
was thrashed across the arena. During the fight, however, Thor channeled electricity from his
body, subduing Hulk, until the Grandmaster intervened and disarmed him. As Hulk stomped
upon Thor's unconscious body, Valkyrie looked away left the show while taking another sip
from her drink. Valkyrie visits Hulk for his next fighting match. After watching the duel of Thor
and Hulk in the Grand Arena , Valkyrie decided to visit Hulk inside of his room in order help him

train for his next battle for the Contest of Champions. Once Hulk was ready to train for his next
sparring match, Valkyrie asks him what had he been up to before laughing at his reply of saying
that he was winning. Getting a call, Valkyrie was then summoned to Hulk's room. After making
fun of the Sakaaran Guards from the doorway, Valkyrie and Hulk playfully sparred each other,
leading to her noticing Thor before she questioned Hulk. Knowing what the call was about,
Valkyrie rejected Thor's permission to talk. As Hulk threw a part of his bed to ensure Valkyrie
did not leave, she agreed to listen for as long as it took her to drink a large bottle of alcohol.
Valkyrie tells Thor about Hela 's banishment. While Thor began explaining how Asgard was
currently in danger, Valkyrie finished chugging her drink, much to Thor's surprise. Once
Valkyrie said her byes, Thor then explained that Odin was dead and Hela had invaded Asgard,
which caused her to stop in her tracks. Valkyrie then started to open up to him, revealing how
Odin had banished Hela for her power to seize control over the cosmos, resulting in Hela's
banishment in Hel. Valkyrie and Thor converse in Hulk 's room. Valkyrie then noted her failed
attempt at stopping Hela from escaping Hel, costing her everything she cared. After Valkyrie
had fed up from Asgard's conflict, Thor offered her an opportunity to join his team so as to
escape Sakaar and prevent Hela from fulfilling her goals, only for her to tell him to not get
familiar. As Thor agreed with her about Asgard's problems, Valkyrie drew her daggers at his
throat to warn him not to get too familiar with her. Valkyrie listens to Thor after his trickery.
Once Valkyrie refused to be involved in the fight against Hela, she was then tricked by Thor
after their conversation had led them closer, as Thor stole the Obedience Disk from her, thus
allowing him to disarm his disk. Thor then reminded her that the Asgardians were their people
and that he will save them, and asked her if she was going to continue to enslave people on the
Grandmaster 's orders or fight her past before leaping out of the window.. Valkyrie and Loki
meet up with Grandmaster. In the wake of Thor and Hulk 's recent disappearance, the
Grandmaster summoned both Valkyrie and Loki to his chambers. Expressing his displeasure at
the fact that the two fugitives disappeared from the palace, Grandmaster noted that he needed
them back, as Loki offered him that he'll bring them back in twelve hours, leading to Valkyrie in
competition with of bring them in a short amount of time. Grandmaster then offered them a
bounty for the capture of Thor and Hulk, instead of planning of public execution, leading to him
find them quickly as possible. In a separate room, Loki interrogated Valkyrie about her role in
allowing the two fugitives to escape, she then replied that she doesn't help anyone, as this had
quickly turned into a duel, with both drawing their knives and slashing at the other. As Valkyrie
kept fighting Loki, she was discovered by her tattoo on her arm, leading to Loki knowing she
was the last living Valkyrie; however, Valkyrie was unwilling to allow this secret to be revealed
as she kicked Loki away and threatened him by pinning him against the wall and telling him to
chose his next words carefully. Although Loki had still remained unfazed by Valkyrie's threat
and noting what a painful memory it must be for her, she was possessed by Loki's magical
abilities to make her relive the Massacre of the Valkyrie at the hands of Hela when she had
attempted to escape from Hel. Furious at Loki's actions at making her relive her own trauma,
Valkyrie knocked him out with a hard punch to the face before chaining him up inside her room.
Valkyrie locating both Thor and Bruce Banner. With the memories awakened, Valkyrie decided
to help Thor and managed to locate him in the Sakaar City and tazed a potential threat. Valkyrie
and Thor briefly exchanged glances and questioned who Bruce Banner was, unaware that his
alter-ego was Hulk. While Thor awkwardly flirted with Valkyrie, she then directed the two
fugitives to her apartment. Valkyrie brings Thor and Bruce Banner to Loki. The two then
followed Valkyrie to her apartment, and she explained that her drinking habits were the result of
the Massacre of the Valkyrie. As Thor commented that her alcoholism was a bit too excessive,
Valkyrie affirmed him that she was unwilling to stop drinking but willing to fight the Goddess of
Death one last time with the intent of stabbing her through the heart. Valkyrie reconciled with
the two as Thor agreed with her statement, however; she questioned the group to know if they
have a name. Thor claimed that if they were going to get revenge, their new team would be
called the Revengers , although Banner claimed to be undecided. Valkyrie and the Revengers
discuss Loki. Valkyrie then welcomed the two fugitives into her apartments and showed them
her peace offering; a restrained Loki. As Thor threw a bottle at his head to confirm that Loki was
not an illusion, Valkyrie then showed Thor her ancient Dragonfang , which he was impressed
by. Discussing their escape plans, Valkyrie insisted that the best route through Asgard would
be through a wormhole, which would take them to Xandar. Thor then suggested that they go
through the Devil's Anus. As she observed the wormhole, she pointed out that her ship would
destroy her Warsong. As Loki began to offer the three advice, Valkyrie threw an empty bottle at
his head. Loki then noted that since he had stolen the Grandmaster 's security codes to his
secret room of ships. Thor then explained to Valkyrie how Loki had tried to kill the two on many
occasions. Valkyrie demanded to get rid of the Sakaaran Guards away from the palace before

Thor had told them to start a revolution. Valkyrie liberates Korg and other prisoners. Acting on
the orders of Thor , Valkyrie used the security codes to break into the Sakaaran prisons, which
held Korg , Miek , and other members of the Sakaaran Rebellion , and liberated them. Valkyrie
then proceeded to disable their Obedience Disks and informed them of the location of the
Grandmaster's room of ships. Valkyrie pilots the Commodore. Valkyrie then boarded her
Warsong , with her Dragonfang and traditional armor. However, a group of Sakaaran guards
started to chase Valkyrie, with Topaz having been informed that the rebellion was started.
During the pursuit, she managed to destroy a few pursuing ships, although Topaz managed to
shoot down her ship, forcing Valkyrie to jump from her ship, surviving due to her Asgardian
strength. As they fled Sakaar, they made their way into the Devil's Anus, and were subsequently
knocked out. Valkyrie shooting at Fenris and the Berserkers. Hours later, the three awoke from
their unconsciousness and seemingly found themselves back in Asgard. Horrified by the
destruction Hela and her resurrected Berserkers caused to the civilization, Hulk commented
that the realm was not in good condition and would have looked nicer had it not been in flames.
Valkyrie then noticed a group of heat signatures clustered within a hidden stronghold in the
Asgardian mountains. Thor, who assured Valkyrie that he had an ally on the inside, headed to
the Royal Palace of Valaskjalf so he could lure Hela away from the Asgardian citizens. Valkyrie
fights against the Berserkers. Whilst the Asgardians headed towards Himinbjorg to evade
Hela's tyrannical rule on Asgard, a horde of Berserkers led by Skurge , Hela's right-hand-man,
and Fenris surrounded them, preventing an escape. Valkyrie then proceeded to shoot at the
gargantuan wolf , only for the creature to absorb the bullets. Having discerned that the bullets
caused no harm to the wolf, Banner announced to Valkyrie that he would turn back into Hulk.
The Revengers discuss how to defeat Hela. Fenris dismissed Banner as a threat and
approached the Asgardians. However, Banner suddenly turned into Hulk and attacked Fenris,
which led to a fight between the two. Watching, Valkyrie immediately realized Banner was the
Hulk and the reason Thor brought him. Moments later, reinforcements from Sakaar arrived,
providing a safe refuge to the Asgardian citizens onboard the Statesman as Loki and gladiators
of the Sakaaran Rebellion prepared to combat Hela's forces. A group of Berserkers attempted to
overwhelm the Commodore ship, forcing Valkyrie to crash the ship on the Bifrost Bridge. As
Thor gained his new electricity powers, Valkyrie fought against a horde of Berserkers, slicing
each one down with her Dragonfang. After all the Berserkers were killed, Valkyrie reunited with
the Revengers as they prepared to fight Hela. As a result of his lightning new powers, Thor and
Valkyrie were both able to stalemate her. Hela then launched her Necroswords at Valkyrie, who
was able to deflect all the weapons. However, the Goddess of Death managed to subdue the
Asgardian warrior. Thor responded to one of Hela's attacks by launching another lightning blast
at her, only for her to quickly impale him with a Necrosword. As Hela approached Valkyrie, Thor
leaped up and told her that Asgard was all hers. Surprised by his statement, Hela claimed that
he could not defeat her as she was the Goddess of Death. Thor agreed with her statement and
acknowledged that while he couldn't, Surtur could, who emerged from the Royal Palace, having
been resurrected by Loki. As Hela attempted to stop the Fire Demon , Valkyrie attacked Hela,
which allowed enough time for Thor to use his lightning powers to destroy a portion of the
Bifrost Bridge. Valkyrie witnessing Asgard 's destruction. Suddenly, they spotted Hulk emerge
from the waters attacking Surtur. As Hulk approached Surtur, Valkyrie and Thor told him to stop
smashing. Valkyrie serves under the leadership of Thor. Hulk proceeded to help the two
Asgardian warriors escape onto the Statesman. Aboard the Statesman ship, both Valkyrie and
Thor witnessed the realm's destruction and Hela 's apparent demise. The crestfallen Asgardians
looked up to their new king, Thor, for leadership. Valkyrie was then present when Thor
announced the new Asgard would in fact be Earth. During the ambush, half of the Asgardians
on the ship were slaughtered, along with Heimdall and Loki. Shortly after the attack , Thanos
managed to complete the Infinity Gauntlet and snapped his fingers, causing half life in the
universe to disintegrate into nothingness. Instead of ruling in an effective way, Thor neglected
his duties as king and reverted to a life of alcoholism, which resulted in a massive weight gain
as a way to cope with his failures, much to Valkyrie's dismay. With an absent leader, Valkyrie
fell into the position of helping her community. Valkyrie greets Hulk and Rocket Raccoon. When
they arrived, Valkyrie warned them that they shouldn't have come. Valkyrie is reunited with
Bruce Banner. Valkyrie was then greeted by Bruce Banner, who commented that it was nice to
see her again. Unimpressed by Hulk's new form, she stated that she preferred him either of the
other ways. Banner then introduced her to Rocket, to whom she exchanged glances with. She
informed them that Thor wouldn't see them and revealed that he is only seen once a month
when he is replenished of alcohol and other drinks, which made Hulk ask if it was that bad, to
which she replied yes. Despite her reluctance, she directed the two to Thor's hut. Valkyrie joins
the Avengers against Thanos. Valkyrie charges towards Thanos and his army. She then stood

alongside all the assembled heroes as they prepared to face Thanos and his army. Riding her
steed , she charged into battle once again and aided the Avengers in fighting Thanos' army. In
the initial clash, she swooped down on a Chitauri Gorilla. Valkyrie reports where Luis' Van is
located. As the Avengers realized that the Infinity Stones were in danger and that they needed
to return the Infinity Stones to their proper timelines by using the Quantum Tunnel , Valkyrie
reported Luis' Van was located behind enemy lines after Captain America asked where it was
located. Valkyrie assists Spider-Man in battle. Unfortunately, as the Sanctuary II began
bombarding the area after Thanos had ordered an airstrike, Valkyrie gave Spider-Man , who was
carrying the Nano Gauntlet , a ride after he was dropped onto her steed by Pepper Potts.
Spider-Man attempted to introduce himself to Valkyrie, but a shot from the Sanctuary II soon
separated them. Valkyrie assists Captain Marvel in battle. As she and the other heroes cleared a
path for Captain Marvel, Valkyrie managed to down a Leviathan by using her spear to tear
through its thick armor. However, Thanos managed to destroy the van with his Double-Edged
Sword. Valkyrie kneels before Iron Man after his death. Eventually, the battle was concluded
when Iron Man stripped the stones off the gauntlet and snapped his fingers, killing Thanos and
his army for good, but coming at the cost of his own life in the process. However, Thor instead
assured Valkyrie that Asgard already had a king, referring to her. Valkyrie is officially named the
ruler of Asgard. Staring in disbelief, Valkyrie took his statement as a joke, but soon realized
Thor was serious. Thor, who relented to Frigga 's advice that he received during the Time Heist ,
decided to be the man he wanted to be, not what was expected of him. Glancing at the prospect
of being the leader of the Asgardians , Valkyrie warned Thor that she would make many
changes to the New Asgard in his absence. Valkyrie then watched as Thor left with the
Guardians of the Galaxy. Valkyrie embodied all that the Valkyries were renowned for; she was
selfless, brave, noble, loyal and dedicated to her people, to her Valkyrie sisters, and to Asgard.
Sadly, the Massacre of the Valkyrie by Hela inflicted deep psychological scars on Valkyrie,
traumatizing her greatly. The final blow came as she witnessed a fellow Valkyrie sacrifice
herself to save her from Hela's attack. With the overwhelming grief combined with anger against
Odin for sending them against Hela, and with the shame of being the only survivor, Valkyrie
abandoned Asgard and fled into exile on Sakaar. Valkyrie's overall personality underwent a
drastic change during her time on Sakaar. She became a notorious alcoholic, seeking to
eventually drink herself to death, and adopted a rude, sardonic, gung-ho and generally selfish
attitude towards everyone besides the Grandmaster and Hulk. Feeling no remorse or empathy,
she delivered numerous contenders to the Grandmaster for years, filling in any spare time with
drinking, fighting, training, or hunting - sometimes all at once. She developed a strong
bitterness toward Asgard and the monarchy but her deep-rooted fear of Hela and the trauma
from their last encounter remained with her even though she was eventually able to bury the
memories of the massacre deep in her subconscious. When she encountered Thor , Valkyrie
initially remained apathetic and unmoved by his efforts to get her to help him and Hulk escape.
Valkyrie took a sharp turn however when in an encounter with Loki , he unlocked the memories
of the Valkyrie massacre that she had buried long ago, forcing her to finally confront her fear
and guilt and enabling her to begin moving past it at last. By the time she reached Asgard, she
was essentially her old self again except her penchant for heavy drinking remained.
Nonetheless, she bravely charged into battle against Berserkers and helped distract Hela long
enough to cause her eventual downfall at the hands of Surtur. Following this, she rejoined her
people as a lieutenant of Thor. Valkyrie thus took over as the de-facto leader of the surviving
Asgardians and appeared to have no hope Thor would come to his senses and showed
apprehension towards Hulk and Rocket when they came for Thor, though remained cordial.
Regardless, Valkyrie appeared to bear Thor no ill-will and was willing to acknowledge him as
King after he had regained his drive and hesitated accepting the position from him, though she
eventually did when he made it clear he was serious. As an Asgardian , Valkyrie possesses
superhuman physical attributes such as strength, durability, speed, reflexes, agility, and
stamina, and she is an extremely powerful combatant. She wields a double-edged sword, which
she uses to great effect. Asgardian Physiology : Valkyrie possesses all of the various
superhuman attributes common among the Asgardians , including superhuman strength,
speed, agility, reflexes, durability, and longevity. Due to her being a former Valkyrie, who were
an elite fighting force, her physical attributes are higher than the average Asgardian. Valkyrie
tearing through a Leviathan's armor. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? For other uses, see Valkyrie disambiguation "I've
spent years, in a haze, trying to forget my past. Sakaar seemed like the best place to drink, and
to forget, and to die. One day. I don't wanna forget. I can't turn away anymore. You know, I used
to want to be a Valkyries when I was younger, until I found out you were all women. There's
nothing wrong with women, of course, I like women. Sometimes a little too much. Not in a

creepy way, just more like a respectful appreciation. I think it's great, an elite force of women
warriors. It's about time. I am Thor, son of Odin. I need to get back to Asgard. Tell me. This is
Sakaar , not Asgard. That's what's wrong with Asgard. The throne, the secrets, the whole golden
sham. I thought the Valkyries all died gruesome deaths? Has it got a name? Our best bet is a
wormhole just outside the city limits. We're going through that one. That's all that matters. Great
to see you, Angry Girl. But you're not going to like where it's parked. That's who you are. This is
Sakaar , not Asgard , and I'm a scrapper, not a Valkyrie. They are hard to perish. The Marvel
Cinematic Universe wiki has a collection of images and media related to Valkyrie. The Marvel
Cinematic Universe wiki has a collection of quotes related to Valkyrie. Categories :. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. For other uses, see Valkyrie
disambiguation. Preceded by: Thor. Ruler of New Asgard Valkyrie -. Forster was a classically
trained ballerina. She had trained in gymnastics and studied dance since age four and went on
to study at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. In , began competing in fitness competitions and doing
fitness modeling. Placing 1st in CBBF Canadian Championships , 2nd in the Arnold Amateur in
and featured in several fitness magazines and calendars over her fitness career. In October ,
she was signed to a developmental contract with WWE after a tryout with them. After not
making any officially recorded debut in WWE or its other programs, Forster returned to
wrestling on the independent circuit and continued wrestling in Canada for the rest of Forster
moved to Mexico and began wrestling for various promotions within the country. Throughout
and the beginning of , Valkyrie competed in several tag team matches ending up in both
winning and losing sides. Vampiro initially said that Forster was stripped of the title for using an
illegal chokehold in her April 21 match with Hamada, despite it being a no disqualification
match; he later claimed at a TV taping that Forster had no-showed the event, even though she
was never scheduled to appear. On the September 7, episode of Impact! In late-September after
another five month absence, Valkyrie, now working as a face , made her return as she
challenged Tessa Blanchard to a title match for her Impact Knockouts Championship. At
Homecoming, which took place on January 6, , Valkyrie won the Impact Knockouts
Championship after the special guest referee Gail Kim whom Blanchard had attacked during
their match performed her finishing move that allowed Valkyrie to execute her own finishing
move before she pinned her. Following on from her win at Slammiversary, Taya would have one
more defence in Mexico which was easily won against a much smaller opponent. This meant
Valkyrie would exceed the timeframe in which Tarryn Terrell held the championship and Impact
confirmed Valkyrie as the new longest reigning champion. She would lose the title during
Impact Wrestling television tapings in Mexico City against Grace, ending her reign at days. The
two together meant this was the first ever main event featuring two women in a world title
match. Blanchard defeated Valkyrie to retain. On the January 19, episode of Impact! Bravo
ended when Valkyrie was revealed as the culprit. This was written to explain Valkyrie's
departure from Impact Wrestling. On November 14, on her return, Taya was defeated by
Australian Suicide in the first round. On December 5, Taya defeated La Hiedra in the semifinal.
On June 1, , Forster married fellow wrestler John Hennigan , with whom she had been in a
relationship for nearly two years. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Canadian professional
wrestler. The subject of this article is in the news regarding a reported transaction. Breaking
news reports may be unreliable. Please feel free to discuss changes on the talk page. Learn how
and when to remove this template message. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. John Morrison. This section needs to be updated.
Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. January
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Valkyrie in February Los Angeles, California , United States [2]. Slamtown [4] Victoria, British
Columbia. Lance Storm [1]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Taya Valkyrie. Primary
Lucha Underground Championship reigns. Lucha Libre World Cup Male wrestlers A. Valkyrie is
a fictional superheroine appearing in American comic books published by Marvel Comics. First
appearing in The Avengers 83 December , [1] Valkyrie became a mainstay of the superhero team
known as the Defenders and a close ally and one-time love interest of the superhero Thor.
Valkyrie, also known by her Asgardian name Brunnhilde , was selected by Odin to lead his
personal unit of shield-maidens , the Valkyrior. Renowned for her prowess in battle, Valkyrie is
often accompanied by her winged horse Aragorn and carries the enchanted sword Dragonfang.
Samantha Parrington, one of Valkyrie's previous hosts, later received superhuman powers and
became a member of the Defenders herself. Writer Steve Englehart and artist Sal Buscema put
the Valkyrie's essence into another mortal woman, Barbara Norris, in The Defenders 4 February
and had the character join the group as a longtime member. The Valkyrie remained a member of
the Defenders through most of the series' run and is apparently killed in the final issue, Feb.
Gillis , the Valkyrie's death was part of an editorial edict to free up the surviving Defenders for
use in X-Factor. The Valkyrie's Asgardian iteration was restored in a one-shot comic book [22]
and the character appeared regularly throughout the Secret Avengers series, from issue 1 July
through its final issue 37 March Valkyrie began appearing as part of the Asgardians of the
Galaxy team in , and she plays a part in the War of the Realms storyline in Brunnhilde was
selected by Odin , King of the Gods of the realm of Asgard , to lead the Valkyrior the Choosers
of the Slain , a group of warrior goddesses who would appear over the battlefields of mortal
worshippers of the Asgardian gods and choose which of the fallen were worthy to be taken to
Valhalla , the land of the honored dead. Brunnhilde served capably in this capacity for centuries.
According to a sentient, disembodied eye that claimed to have once belonged to Odin, the
Asgardian monarch once gave his son Thor the mortal identity of the warrior Siegmund.
Circumstances forced Odin to decree that Siegmund must be slain. Brunnhilde, recognizing that
Odin was acting against his true wishes, sought to protect Siegmund, but Odin himself then
caused Siegmund's death. As punishment for her defiance, Odin removed Brunnhilde's
Asgardian powers and immortality and cast her into a trance. Brunnhilde and Siegfried became
lovers, and she made him invulnerable so long as his back was not turned on his foe. Siegfried
fell under the influence of magic and betrayed her. Odin restored both of them to life, restoring
their Asgardian roles and powers, but removing their memories of their earthly lives. Brunnhilde
and her fellow Valkyries continued to gather heroic mortal warriors for Valhalla until roughly a
millennium ago, when Odin was forced to cease virtually all interaction with the Earth in
accordance with a pact that he and the leaders of Earth's other pantheons of gods made with
the extraterrestrial Celestials. Brunnhilde was bitter over being barred from choosing warriors
on Earth and roamed Asgard in pursuit of something meaningful to do. In a tavern on the
outskirts of Marmoragard, Brunnhilde encountered Amora the Enchantress , who offered her a
life of adventure. For several weeks Brunnhilde accompanied the Enchantress on her
conquests. Brunnhilde soon discovered Amora's immoral nature and tried to end their
partnership. In response the Enchantress trapped Brunnhilde within a mystic crystal of souls.
Over the centuries the Enchantress used Brunnhilde's spiritual essence to give the Valkyrie's
powers to herself or to her pawns. Specific instances of Amora's exploitation of the Valkyrie
before recent years are not yet known. The first time the Enchantress assumed the Valkyrie's
physical aspect in recent years was in a plot to lead a handful of female superhumans against

the male Avengers as the Lady Liberators. Months later, the Enchantress bestowed the
Valkyrie's power upon a socialite named Samantha Parrington in an attempt to get revenge on
the Hulk. Finally, a woman driven mad by being trapped in another mystical dimension, Barbara
Norris, was given the Valkyrie's power and consciousness by the Enchantress to help her
then-allies, the group of superhumans called the Defenders , escape from the clutches of the
sorceress Casiolena. Amora did not undo her spell on Norris after Casiolena's defeat. Aware
that she was an immortal essence in a mortal woman's body, the Valkyrie briefly left the
Defenders in an attempt to discover Barbara Norris' past. It was not until a minor Asgardian
warrior named Ollerus attempted to take over Valhalla that the Valkyrie's two mixed aspects met
for the first time. For reasons yet unknown, Brunnhilde was not concerned at this time about
reuniting her mind with her true body. Back in her real body, Brunnhilde regained her full
memory and normal warrior personality as well. Brunnhilde then battled Amora and banished
her to the crystal of souls. Feeling estranged from Asgard in general and Odin in particular for
their neglect of her centuries-long plight, Brunnhilde chose to return to Earth with the
Defenders. Odin placed the dangerously powerful self-styled goddess Moondragon into
Brunnhilde's charge. Brunnhilde was to take action against Moondragon should she again
become a menace. Eventually Moondragon reformed, but later she fell once again under the
malevolent influence of the alien entity called the Dragon of the Moon. Moondragon attacked the
Defenders, but Brunnhilde, given temporary additional powers by Odin for this occasion,
including the power to grow to gigantic stature, opposed her. Brunnhilde summoned other
Valkyries to her aid and together with two other Defenders, the Angel and Cloud, they defeated
Moondragon but failed to capture her. Months later Moondragon returned to attack the
Defenders. During this encounter, her power was vastly augmented by the alien Beyonder. In
order to defeat the Dragon, Brunnhilde and the Eternal called Interloper projected their immortal
life forces against it. They were joined by Defenders member Andromeda and the Defenders'
former foe Manslaughter , for it was necessary that Brunnhilde's and Interloper's life forces
pass through "mortal instruments" in order that Moondragon be defeated as well. Joining
hands, the four allies hurled the tremendous power of their combined life forces at the Dragon,
Moondragon, and the Gargoyle II, whose body was now under the Dragon's control. Three other
Defenders went to rescue endangered innocents, and when they returned, Brunnhilde,
Interloper, Andromeda, Manslaughter, Moondragon, and Gargoyle had all seemingly been
transformed into statues of ashes and dust, and the Dragon of the Moon was apparently gone.
Brunnhilde was restored to life by Doctor Strange, now in the host body of a woman known as
Sian Bowen. The other Defenders, Interloper, Andromeda, and Manslaughter were restored to
life as well and they formed the Dragon Circle to battle the Dragon of the Moon. After the Dragon
of the Moon was defeated, Brunnhilde returned to Asgard. With the return of the Asgardians to
Earth, Brunnhilde was next seen as a member of the Secret Avengers. After the storyline " Fear
Itself ", Brunhilde seemingly defects from the Secret Avengers, embarking in a mission to steal
and recover for herself the hammers used by the "Worthy", Cul's servants. She later reveals to
have stopped consuming the Apples of Idunn, thus lessening her stamina and resilience and
reverting to a mortal form, and as a Valkyrior she is able to seal within herself the hammers. She
plans to die after the deed is over, so as to banish the worthy from the human plane of
existence for the rest of eternity. Only this time the new Valkyries are to be all women from
Earth. During this time, Valkyrie develops a brief romance with Riggs, who later becomes host
to Valkyrie's spirit after Riggs sacrifices herself to save the team. During the " War of the
Realms " storyline, Valkyrie and the rest of the Valkrior are massacred by Malekith and his
forces invading New York where Valkyrie is beheaded by Malekith. Valkyrie is the strongest of
all Valkyrior. Like all her people, her body is several times denser than that of humans. She is
not immortal, but she ages far more slowly than humans. Valkyrie is immune to all earthly
diseases and is difficult to injure. Her Asgardian physiology grants her enhanced levels of
stamina. Valkyrie can perceive the approach of death, in the form of a "deathglow" surrounding
a person's body. She does not know how death will come but she can tell that it is imminent.
Valkyrie can transport herself and a dying or dead body to and from the realm of the dead by
willing it. Valkyrie has had extensive training in sword fighting as well as unarmed combat and
horseback riding. Her natural fighting ability is among the best of all Asgardians, matched only
by Sif. Valkyrie rides a winged horse named Aragorn. Aragorn was given to her by the current
Black Knight. The Enchantress first transformed Samantha Parrington into the Valkyrie
temporarily to gain revenge against the Hulk. Pluto tricked Lorelei though, erasing her memory,
draining her powers, and turning her into a duplicate of Valkyrie. While Samantha was used by
Pluto to turn Earth into a realm of the dead, Lorelei was found by the Defender Nighthawk , who
believed she was the real Valkyrie and made her a Defender, though she never spoke. When
Thor went insane with warrior madness, his insanity manifested as a woman, also called the

Valkyrie. This Valkyrie had no relation to the regular Valkyries and had a different appearance.
Ultimate Valkyrie is a year-old girl named Barbara Norris who aspires to play the public role of
superhero, despite, at first, having no actual powers or skills. She describes herself as a female
Thor , only without the hammer, strength, or weather-powers. When Hank Pym was dismissed
from the Ultimates, he decided to join the Defenders , a group of good hearted, but delusional,
somewhat farcical individuals enamored with superheroes but without powers or exceptional
abilities. This is how he met Barbara, who called herself "Thor-Girl", telling Pym during
introductions that while she doesn't have any powers, she is extensively proficient in martial
arts. Valkyrie next appears in The Ultimates 3 1, [53] now apparently super-powered, riding a
black Pegasus and wielding a large, supposedly mystical sword that she uses to cleave Venom
nearly in two, but seems to have no idea where these powers or weapons came from. At that
point, she has been in a romantic live-in relationship with Thor for weeks and despite cultural
differences, they are very close and allude to being in love. Since her last appearance, she
appears to have been granted super strength and limited invulnerability; other superhuman
attributes and abilities remain unknown. She speaks with a distinct valley girl accent , and while
she does not seem to be the most intelligent of her teammates, she makes up for it with her
loyalty, especially to Thor, and her big heart, along with being very powerful. At several points,
she makes references to having lived a quiet, normal human life before becoming superhuman.
She suggests she is more akin to Thor than it may seem, possibly meaning they may have some
sort of shared Asgardian heritage. Her deepest fear is returning to the powerless, poor, and
somewhat comically ordinary existence she had before. When confronted with this fear by the
illusion-casting Mastermind , just before her two captors decide to assault her sexually, she is
broken free of the illusion by a shadowy figure who claims to be the source of her new powers;
she then retaliates by killing Mastermind and dismembering his partner Pyro , taking both his
hands off at the wrists with her sword. During the " Ultimatum " storyline it is revealed that
Valkyrie was killed and transported to Valhalla, the Asgardian afterlife for fallen warriors run by
Hela , an Asgardian goddess, who is presented as above most other Asgardian gods in power
and station. Thor learns of this and transports himself to Hela's dimension, demanding he let
Valkyrie live again. Hela, then states that if he is able to overcome the challenge presented to
him, he may bring Valkyrie back to the land of the living. In the middle of the ensuing battle,
Thor finds that Captain America 's soul is also there, having been killed in the real world as well.
Thor and Capt. America win the challenge and Hela grants Thor's request, but with the catch
that once a soul has entered Hela's realm, it cannot leave without being substituted, so Thor
gives up his soul so that Valkyrie may live and Hela returns her to Earth, whole and unharmed
Capt. America is given a reprieve on his soul as well and is returned to the land of the living, but
how this worked with the "Soul Quota" stipulation is not addressed , while Thor's soul remains
in the afterlife. Valkyrie, enraged and heart broken at the loss and sacrifice of her love, joins the
battle once more and attacks Magneto while trying to receive Thor's hammer and severs his
arm. Magneto then uses his powers to slit her throat. She is then briefly shown, still alive, until
Magneto collapses the ceiling on her. She loses it in battle with the Defenders who now have
superpowers due to Loki's intervention. She is killed in the battle which allows Thor to resurrect
and face Loki. During the battle, Loki is suddenly killed by a spear thrown by Valkyrie. Although
apparently alive again, she reveals that she is now a servant of Hela and departs with Loki's
body but not before asking Thor to defend the Earth to which she once belonged. In January ,
Marvel announced that a version of Valkyrie inspired by Tessa Thompson 's portrayal of the
character in Thor: Ragnarok would join the Exiles in a series by writer Saladin Ahmed and artist
Javier Rodriguez. Ahmed said, "Though she's not technically from the Marvel Cinematic
Universe reality, she's basically the literalization of the larger-than-her-physical-frame swagger
that Tessa Thompson displayed in Thor: Ragnarok , turned up to From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. For other uses of Valkyrie in comics, see Valkyrie comics. Marvel Comics
superhero. Roy Thomas writer John Buscema artist. Valkyrior Avengers Secret Avengers
Defenders. The Marvel Encyclopedia. DK Publishing. Archived from the original on June 2,
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strength, speed, durability, and longevity Mediumship with spirits of the dead. At these speeds,
it was expected that the B would be practically immune to interceptor aircraft , the only effective
weapon against bomber aircraft at the time. The bomber would spend only a brief time over a
particular radar station, flying out of its range before the controllers could position their fighters
in a suitable location for an interception. High speed also made the aircraft difficult to see on
radar displays and its high-altitude and high-speed capacity could not be matched by any
contemporaneous Soviet interceptor or fighter aircraft. The introduction of the first Soviet
surface-to-air missiles in the late s put the near-invulnerability of the B in doubt. In this low-level
penetration role, the B offered little additional performance over the B it was meant to replace,
while being far more expensive with shorter range. Other alternate missions were proposed, but
these were of limited scope. With the advent of intercontinental ballistic missiles ICBMs during
the late s, manned bombers were increasingly seen as obsolete. Development was then turned
over to a research program to study the effects of long-duration high-speed flight. As such, two
prototype aircraft, designated XBA , were built; these aircraft were used for supersonic
test-flights during â€” In , one prototype crashed after colliding with a smaller aircraft while
flying in close formation; the remaining Valkyrie bomber is in the National Museum of the United
States Air Force near Dayton, Ohio. In an offshoot of Boeing 's MX manned boost-glide bomber
project, Boeing partnered with RAND Corporation in January to explore what sort of bomber
aircraft would be needed to deliver the various contemporary nuclear weapons under
development. At the time, nuclear weapons weighed several tons, and the need to carry enough
fuel to fly that payload from the continental United States to the Soviet Union demanded large
bombers. They also concluded that after the release of the bombs, the aircraft would need
supersonic speed to escape the critical blast-radius. The aviation industry had been studying
this problem for some time. From the mids, there was interest in using nuclear-powered aircraft
in the bomber role. In a nuclear engine, heat is supplied by a reactor, whose consumables last
for months instead of hours. Most designs also carried a small amount of jet fuel for use during
high-power portions of flight, such as takeoffs and high-speed dashes. Another possibility
being explored at the time was the use of boron -enriched " zip fuels ", which improve the
energy density of jet fuel by about 40 percent, [4] and could be used in modified versions of
existing jet engine designs. The U. The nuclear-powered bomber was organized as " Weapon
System A " and pursued simultaneously with the jet-powered version, "Weapon System A". In
mid, initial designs were presented by the two companies. The tanks also included the outer
portions of the wing, which would also be jettisoned to produce a smaller wing suitable for
supersonic speeds. They also featured flush cockpits to maintain the highest fineness ratio
possible in spite of its effects on visibility. The Air Force evaluated the designs, and in
September deemed them too large and complicated for operations. During the period that the
original proposals were being studied, advances in supersonic flight were proceeding rapidly.
The narrow delta was establishing itself as a preferred planform for supersonic flight, replacing
earlier designs like the swept-wing and trapezoidal layouts seen on designs like the Lockheed F
Starfighter and the earlier WS concepts. Engines able to cope with higher temperatures and
widely varying intake ramp air speeds were also under development, allowing for sustained
supersonic speeds. This work led to an interesting discovery: when an engine was optimized
specifically for high speed, it burned perhaps twice as much fuel at that speed than when it was
running at subsonic speeds. However, the aircraft would be flying as much as four times as
fast. Thus its most economical cruise speed, in terms of fuel per mile, was its maximum speed.
The question remained whether such a concept was technically feasible, but by March , engine
development and wind tunnel testing had progressed enough to suggest that it was. Zip fuel
was retained for the engine's afterburner to increase range. They differed primarily in engine

layout; the NAA design arranged its six engines in a semi-circular duct under the rear fuselage,
while the Boeing design used separate podded engines located individually on pylons below
the wing, [15] like the Hustler. North American scoured available literature to find any additional
advantage. To take maximum advantage of this effect, they redesigned the underside of the
aircraft to feature a large triangular intake area far forward of the engines, better positioning the
shock in relation to the wing. The formerly individually-podded engines were repositioned in a
single large duct under the fuselage. North American improved on the basic concept by adding
a set of drooping wing-tip panels that were lowered at high speed. This helped trap the shock
wave under the wing between the downturned wing tips. It also added more vertical surface to
the aircraft to maintain directional stability at high speeds. This helped offset the natural
rearward shift of the center of pressure , or "average lift point", with increasing speeds. Under
normal conditions this caused an increasing nose-down trim, which had to be offset by moving
the control surfaces, increasing drag. When the wing tips were drooped, the lifting area of the
wings was lessened, moving the lift forward and reducing trim drag. The buildup of heat due to
skin friction during sustained supersonic flight had to be addressed. NAA proposed building
their design out of sandwich panels , with each panel consisting of two thin sheets of stainless
steel brazed to opposite faces of a honeycomb-shaped foil core. Expensive titanium would be
used only in high-temperature areas like the leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer, and the
nose. The aircraft would have to use the hangars, runways and handling procedures used by
the B On 23 December , the North American proposal was declared the winner of the
competition, and on 24 January , a contract was issued for Phase 1 development. In February ,
the proposed bomber was designated B , [12] with the prototypes receiving the "X"
experimental prototype designation. The mockup of the B was reviewed by the Air Force in
March Provisions for air-to-surface missiles and external fuel tanks were requested afterward.
To reduce program costs, the F would share two of the engines, the escape capsule, and some
smaller systems with the B The B was planned to use a high-speed, high-altitude bombing
approach that followed a trend of bombers flying progressively faster and higher since the start
of manned bomber use. Flying higher and faster made it more difficult for both; higher speeds
allowed the bomber to fly out of range of the weapons more quickly, while higher altitudes
increased the time needed for fighters to climb to the bombers, and greatly increased the size of
the AAA weapons needed to reach those altitudes. As early as , German flak commanders had
already concluded that AAA would be essentially useless against jet aircraft, and began
development of guided missiles to fill this role. Interceptor aircraft with ever-improving
performance remained the only effective anti-bomber weapons by the early s, and even these
were having problems keeping up with the latest designs; Soviet interceptors during the late s
could not intercept the high-altitude U-2 reconnaissance aircraft, [35] despite its relatively low
speeds. It was later discovered that flying faster also made radar detection much more difficult
due to an effect known as the blip-to-scan ratio , and any reduction in tracking efficiency would
further interfere with the operation and guidance of fighters. The introduction of the first
effective anti-aircraft missiles by the late s changed this picture dramatically. Guidance did not
require wide-area tracking or calculation of an intercept course: a simple comparison of the
time needed to fly to the altitude of the target returned the required deflection. Missiles also had
greater altitude capability than any aircraft and improving this to adapt to new aircraft was a
low-cost development path. The US was aware of Soviet work in the field, and had reduced the
expected operational lifetime of the U-2, knowing that it would become vulnerable to these
missiles as they were improved. Faced with this problem, military doctrine had already started
shifting away from high-altitude supersonic bombing toward low-altitude penetration. Radar is
line-of-sight, so aircraft could dramatically shorten detection distances by flying close to the
Earth and hiding behind terrain. With an appropriate map of the missile sites, the bombers
could fly between and around the defences. Additionally, early missiles generally flew unguided
for a period of time before the radar systems were able to track the missile and start sending it
guidance signals. Flying at low level provided protection against fighters as well. An interceptor
flying at normal altitudes would be effectively blind to bombers far below it. The interceptor
could descend to lower altitudes to increase the amount of visible sky, but doing so would limit
its radar range in the same way as the missile sites, as well as greatly increasing fuel use and
thus reducing mission time. The Soviet Union would not introduce an interceptor with
look-down capability until with the High Lark radar in the MiGM , and even this model had very
limited capability. Strategic Air Command found itself in an uncomfortable position; bombers
had been tuned for efficiency at high speeds and altitudes, performance that had been
purchased at great cost in both engineering and financial terms. The Hustler was expensive to
develop and purchase, and required enormous amounts of fuel and maintenance in comparison
to the B It was estimated that it cost three times as much to operate as the much larger and

longer-ranged B The B, designed for even higher speeds, altitudes and range than the B,
suffered even more in relative terms. It also had a smaller bombload and shorter range. The
value was limited; the USAF's doctrine stressed that the primary reason for maintaining the
bomber force in an era of ICBMs was that the bombers could remain in the air at long ranges
from their bases and were thus immune to sneak attack. Adding to the problems, the zip fuel
program was canceled in This by itself was not a fatal problem, however, as newly developed
high-energy fuels like JP-6 were available to make up some of the difference. Most of the range
lost in the change from zip fuel was restored by filling one of the two bomb bays with a fuel
tank. President Eisenhower responded that the reconnaissance and strike mission was "crazy"
since the nuclear mission was to attack known production and military complexes, and
emphasized that he saw no need for the B since the ICBM is "a cheaper, more effective way of
doing the same thing". Eisenhower also identified that the B would not be in manufacturing
until "eight to ten years from now" and "said he thought we were talking about bows and arrows
at a time of gunpowder when we spoke of bombers in the missile age". Then interest increased
due to the politics of presidential campaign of A central plank of John F. Kennedy 's campaign
was that Eisenhower and the Republicans were weak on defense, and pointed to the B as an
example. The Air Force changed the program to full weapon development and awarded a
contract for an XB prototype and 11 YBs in August On taking office in January , Kennedy was
informed that the missile gap was an illusion. The Department of Defense subsequently
presented data to Congress that the B would add little performance for the high cost. Congress
had also continued B appropriations in an effort to resurrect bomber development. The XBs
were intended to be used for the advanced study of aerodynamics , propulsion , and other
subjects related to large supersonic transports. The crew was reduced to only the two pilots, as
a navigator and a bombardier were not needed for this research role. XB No. The manufacture of
the third prototype AV-3 was canceled in July before completion. Harrison Storms shaped the
aircraft [73] with a canard surface and a delta wing , which was built largely of stainless steel ,
sandwiched honeycomb panels, and titanium. The XB used compression lift , which arose from
a shock wave generated by the sharp leading edge of the central engine intake splitter plate
below the wing. Unique among aircraft of its size, the outer portions of the wings were hinged,
and could be pivoted downward by up to 65 degrees, acting almost as a type of
variable-geometry wingtip device. This increased the aircraft's directional stability at supersonic
speeds, shifted the center of pressure to a more favorable position at high speeds, and
strengthened the compression lift effect. Like a number of other delta-wing aircraft designed to
cruise at very high speeds, the Valkyrie included a streamlined visor which could be lowered for
the pilots to see the ground during the nose-high takeoff and landing. With the nose raised into
its high-speed position, the outer windows were almost horizontal. The XB's maiden flight was
on 21 September The Valkyrie first became supersonic Mach 1. The wing tips were also lowered
partially in this flight. The deficiencies discovered on AV-1 were almost completely solved on
the second XB, which first flew on 17 July On 3 January , XB No. Testing was planned to cover a
range of sonic boom overpressures on the ground similar to but higher than the proposed
American SST. The XB's last supersonic flight took place on 17 December On 7 May , the divider
separating the left and right halves of XBA AV-1's engine intake ramp broke off in flight and was
ingested by all six engines, damaging them beyond repair. After the photoshoot, the F drifted
into the XB's right wingtip, flipped and rolled inverted over the top of the Valkyrie, before
striking the bomber's vertical stabilizers and left wing. The F then exploded, destroying the
Valkyrie's vertical stabilizers and damaging its left wing. Despite the loss of both vertical
stabilizers and damage to the wings, the Valkyrie flew straight for 16 seconds before it entered
an uncontrollable spin and crashed north of Barstow, California. Al White XB pilot ejected,
sustaining serious injuries, including the crushing of his arm by the closing clamshell-like
escape crew capsule moments prior to ejection. The USAF summary report of the accident
investigation stated that, given the position of the F relative to the XB, Walker, the F pilot, would
not have been able to see the XB's wing, except by uncomfortably looking back over his left
shoulder. The report said that it was likely that Walker maintained his position by looking at the
fuselage of the XB, forward of his position. The report concluded that from that position,
without appropriate sight cues, Walker was unable to properly perceive his motion relative to
the Valkyrie, leading to his aircraft drifting into the XB's wing. The aircraft was flown to the
museum on 4 February , following the conclusion of the XB testing program. From Wikipedia,
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B There, the deceased warriors become einherjar Old Norse "single or once fighters" [2].
Valkyries also appear as lovers of heroes and other mortals, where they are sometimes
described as the daughters of royalty, sometimes accompanied by ravens and sometimes
connected to swans or horses. They appear throughout the poetry of skalds , in a 14th-century
charm , and in various runic inscriptions. Archaeological excavations throughout Scandinavia
have uncovered amulets theorized as depicting valkyries. In modern culture, valkyries have
been the subject of works of art, musical works, comic books, video games and poetry.
Together, they mean 'chooser of the slain'. They live together for seven winters, until the women
fly off to go to a battle and do not return. The valkyrie speaks to the unnamed man, and gives
him the name Helgi meaning "the holy one" [11]. The previously silent Helgi speaks; he refers to
the valkyrie as "bright-face lady", and asks her what gift he will receive with the name she has
bestowed upon him, but he will not accept it if he cannot have her as well. The valkyrie tells him
she knows of a hoard of swords in Sigarsholm, and that one of them is of particular importance,
which she describes in detail. Three times nine girls , but one girl rode ahead, white-skinned
under her helmet; the horses were trembling, from their manes dew fell into the deep valleys,
hail in the high woods; good fortune comes to men from there; all that I saw was hateful to me.
A light shines from the fell , and from that light strike bolts of lightning. Flying through the sky,
helmeted valkyries appear. Their waist-length mail armour is drenched in blood; their spears
shine brightly:. Then light shone from Logafell, and from that radiance there came bolts of
lightning; wearing helmets at Himingvani [came the valkyries]. Their byrnies were drenched in
blood; and rays shone from their spears. In the stanza that follows, Helgi asks the valkyries who
he refers to as "southern goddesses" if they would like to come home with the warriors when
night falls all the while arrows were flying. Towards the end of the poem, valkyries again
descend from the sky, this time to protect Helgi amid the battle at Frekastein. Helmeted
valkyries came down from the sky â€”the noise of spears grew loudâ€”they protected the

prince; then said Sigrunâ€”the wound-giving valkyries flew, the troll -woman's mount was
feasting on the fodder of ravens: [21]. Gunnr and her sisters are valkyries, and these goslings
are ravens , who feed on the corpses left on the battlefield by warriors. After stanza 18, a prose
narrative relates that Helgi and his immense fleet of ships are heading to Frekastein, but
encounter a great storm. Lightning strikes one of the ships. The storm abates, and the fleets
arrive safely at land. On the mountain Sigurd sees a great light, "as if fire were burning, which
blazed up to the sky". Sigurd approaches it, and there he sees a skjaldborg with a banner flying
overhead. Sigurd enters the skjaldborg , and sees a warrior lying thereâ€”asleep and fully
armed. Sigurd removes the helmet of the warrior, and sees the face of a woman. The woman's
corslet is so tight that it seems to have grown into the woman's body. Sigurd uses his sword
Gram to cut the corslet, starting from the neck of the corslet downwards, he continues cutting
down her sleeves, and takes the corslet off of her. The woman wakes, sits up, looks at Sigurd,
and the two converse in two stanzas of verse. In the second stanza, the woman explains that
Odin placed a sleeping spell on her she could not break, and due to that spell she has been
asleep a long time. Sigurd asks for her name, and the woman gives Sigurd a horn of mead to
help him retain her words in his memory. The woman recites a heathen prayer in two stanzas.
Odin had promised one of theseâ€”Hjalmgunnarâ€”victory in battle, yet she had "brought
down" Hjalmgunnar in battle. Odin pricked her with a sleeping-thorn in consequence, told her
she would never again "fight victoriously in battle", and condemned her to marriage. In the
Prose Edda , written in the 13th century by Snorri Sturluson , valkyries are first mentioned in
chapter 36 of the book Gylfaginning , where the enthroned figure of High informs Gangleri King
Gylfi in disguise of the activities of the valkyries and mentions a few goddesses. High says
"there are still others whose duty it is to serve in Valhalla. They bring drink and see to the table
and the ale cups. High says "these women are called valkyries, and they are sent by Odin to
every battle, where they choose which men are to die and they determine who has victory".
There I perceive valkyries and ravens, accompanying the wise victory-tree [Odin] to the drink of
the holy offering [Baldr's funeral feast] Within have appeared these motifs. What sort of dream
is that, Odin? I dreamed I rose up before dawn to clear up Val-hall for slain people. I aroused the
Einheriar, bade them get up to strew the benches, clean the beer-cups, the valkyries to serve
wine for the arrival of a prince. Within this building Sigurd finds a sleeping woman wearing a
helmet and a coat of mail. Sigurd cuts the mail from her, and she awakes. She tells him her
name is Hildr, and "she is known as Brynhildr , and was a valkyrie". Chapter 49 gives similar
information when referring to weapons and armor though the term "death-maidens"â€”Old
Norse valmeyjar â€”instead of "valkyries" is used here , with further examples. And then an
additional four names; Hrund, Eir , Hrist and Skuld. The section adds that "they are called norns
who shape necessity". The poem begins with a request for silence among noblemen so that the
skald may tell the deeds of Harald Fairhair. The narrator states that they once overheard a
"high-minded", "golden-haired" and "white-armed" maiden speaking with a "glossy-beaked
raven". The valkyrie considers herself wise, understands the speech of birds, is further
described as having a white-throat and sparkling eyes, and she takes no pleasure in men:. Wise
thought her the valkyrie; were welcome never men to the bright-eyed one, her who the birds'
speech knew well. The valkyrie, previously described as fair and beautiful, then speaks to the
gore-drenched and corpse-reeking raven:. Carrion-reek ye carry, and your claws are bloody.
Were ye near, at night-time, where ye knew of corpses? The black raven shakes himself, and he
responds that he and the rest of the ravens have followed Harald since hatching from their
eggs. The raven expresses surprise that the valkyrie seems unfamiliar with the deeds of Harald,
and tells her about his deeds for several stanzas. At stanza 15, a question and answer format
begins where the valkyrie asks the raven a question regarding Harald, and the raven responds
in turn. This continues until the poem ends abruptly. He sees that there are women within, and
that they have set up a particular loom ; the heads of men are the weights, the entrails of men
are the warp and weft , a sword is the shuttle , and the reels are composed of arrows. The song
consists of 11 stanzas, and within it the valkyries weave and choose who is to be slain at the
Battle of Clontarf fought outside Dublin in CE. Stanza 9 of the song reads:. Now awful it is to be
without, as blood-red rack races overhead; is the welkin gory with warriors' blood as we
valkyries war-songs chanted. At the end of the poem, the valkyries sing "start we swiftly with
steeds unsaddledâ€”hence to battle with brandished swords! Each valkyrie holds on to what
she has in her hands. The saga relates that king Haakon I of Norway died in battle, and although
he is Christian, he requests that since he has died "among heathens, then give me such burial
place as seems most fitting to you". Haakon was buried there in a large burial mound in full
armour and his finest clothing, yet with no other valuables. Further, "words were spoken over
his grave according to the custom of heathen men, and they put him on the way to Valhalla".
Haakon hears "what the valkyries said", and the valkyries are described as sitting "high-hearted

on horseback", wearing helmets, carrying shields and that the horses wisely bore them. The
poem continues, and Haakon becomes a part of the einherjar in Valhalla, awaiting to do battle
with the monstrous wolf Fenrir. In chapter 8 of Fagrskinna , a prose narrative states that, after
the death of her husband Eric Bloodaxe , Gunnhild Mother of Kings had a poem composed
about him. It describes Eric Bloodaxe and five other kings arriving in Valhalla after their death. I
waked the Einherjar, bade valkyries rise up, to strew the bench, and scour the beakers, wine to
carry, as for a king's coming, here to me I expect heroes' coming from the world, certain great
ones, so glad is my heart. The god Bragi asks where a thundering sound is coming from, and
says that the benches of Valhalla are creakingâ€”as if the god Baldr had returned to
Valhallaâ€”and that it sounds like the movement of a thousand. Odin responds that Bragi knows
well that the sounds are for Eric Bloodaxe, who will soon arrive in Valhalla. I send out from me
the spirits of the valkyrie Gondul. May the first bite you in the back. May the second bite you in
the breast. May the third turn hate and envy upon you. In the manuscript Cotton Cleopatra A.
Scholarly theories debate whether these attestations point to an indigenous belief among the
Anglo-Saxons shared with the Norse, or if they were a result of later Norse influence see section
below. Viking Age stylized silver amulets depicting women wearing long gowns, their hair
pulled back and knotted into a ponytail, sometimes bearing drinking horns , have been
discovered throughout Scandinavia. The figurine portrays a woman with long hair knotted into a
ponytail who is wearing a long dress which is sleeveless and vest like at the top. Over the top of
her dress she is wearing an embroidered apron. Her clothing keeps the woman's arms
unobstructed so she can fight with the sword and shield she is holding. Commenting on the
figure, archaeologist Mogens Bo Henriksen said that "there can hardly be any doubt that the
figure depicts one of Odin's valkyries as we know them from the sagas as well as from Swedish
picture stones from the time around AD". Both silver, a female figure touches her hair while
facing forward left and a figure with a 'winged' spear clamped under her leg and sword in her
hand sits atop a horse, facing another female figure who is carrying a shield right. A female
figure bearing a horn on runestone U That we tell the twelfth, where the horse of the Valkyrie
[literally "the horse of Gunnr "] sees food on the battlefield, where twenty kings are lying.
Among the Bryggen inscriptions found in Bergen , Norway , is the "valkyrie stick" from the late
14th century. The stick features a runic inscription intended as a charm. The inscription says
that "I cut cure-runes", and also "help-runes", once against elves , twice against trolls , thrice
against thurs and then a mention of a valkyrie occurs:. Against the harmful skag -valkyrie, so
that she never shall, though she never would â€” evil woman! Never shall you sit, never shall
you sleep Many valkyrie names emphasize associations with battle and, in many cases, on the
spearâ€”a weapon heavily associated with the god Odin. Some valkyrie names may be
descriptive of the roles and abilities of the valkyries. They were loud, yes, loud, when they rode
over the burial mound; they were fierce when they rode across the land. Shield yourself now,
you can survive this strife. Out, little spear, if there is one here within. Theories have been
proposed that these figures are connected to valkyries. Settle down, victory-women, never be
wild and fly to the woods. Be as mindful of my welfare, as is each man of eating and of home.
The term "victory women" has been theorised as pointing to an association with valkyries. This
theory is not universally accepted, and the reference has also been theorised as a simple
metaphor for the "victorious sword" the stinging of the bees. The incantation reads:. Once the
Idisi sat, sat here and there, some bound fetters, some hampered the army, some untied fetters:
Escape from the fetters, flee from the enemies. The Idisi mentioned in the incantation are
generally considered to be valkyries. In addition, the place name Idisiaviso meaning "plain of
the Idisi" where forces commanded by Arminius fought those commanded by Germanicus at
the Battle of the Weser River in 16 AD. Simek points to a connection between the name
Idisiaviso , the role of the Idisi in one of the two Merseburg Incantations and valkyries. Jacob
Grimm states that, though the norns and valkyries are similar in nature, there is a fundamental
difference between the two. The norns have to pronounce the fatum [fate], they sit on their
chairs, or they roam through the country among mortals, fastening their threads. Nowhere is it
said that they ride. The valkyrs ride to war, decide the issues of fighting, and conduct the fallen
to heaven; their riding is like that of heroes and gods". Various theories have been proposed
about the origins and development of the valkyries from Germanic paganism to later Norse
mythology. Rudolf Simek suggests valkyries were probably originally viewed as "demons of the
dead to whom warriors slain on the battlefield belonged", and that a shift in interpretation of the
valkyries may have occurred "when the concept of Valhalla changed from a battlefield to a
warrior's paradise". Simek says that this original concept was "superseded by the shield girls
â€”Irish female warriors who lived on like the einherjar in Valhall. Simek states that due to the
shift of concept, the valkyries became popular figures in heroic poetry , and during this
transition were stripped of their "demonic characteristics and became more human, and

therefore become capable of falling in love with mortals [ MacLeod and Mees theorise that "the
role of the corpse-choosing valkyries became increasingly confused in later Norse mythology
with that of the Norns , the supernatural females responsible for determining human destiny [
Hilda Ellis Davidson says that, regarding valkyries, "evidently an elaborate literary picture has
been built up by generations of poets and storytellers, in which several conceptions can be
discerned. We recognise something akin to Norns, spirits who decide destinies of men; to the
seeresses , who could protect men in battle with their spells; to the powerful female guardian
spirits attached to certain families, bringing luck to youth under their protection; even to certain
women who armed themselves and fought like men, for whom there is some historical evidence
from the regions round the Black Sea ". She adds that there may also be a memory in this of a
"priestess of the god of war, women who officiated at the sacrificial rites when captives were
put to death after battle. Davidson places emphasis on the fact that valkyrie literally means
"chooser of the slain". She compares Wulfstan's mention of a "chooser of the slain" in his
Sermo Lupi ad Anglos sermon, which appears among "a blacklist of sinners, witches and
evildoers", to "all the other classes whom he [Wulfstan] mentions", and concludes as those "are
human ones, it seems unlikely that he has introduced mythological figures as well. Davidson
says that "it would hardly be surprising if strange legends grew up about such women, who
must have been kept apart from their kind due to their gruesome duties. Since it was often
decided by lot which prisoners should be killed, the idea that the god "chose" his victims,
through the instrument of the priestesses, must have been a familiar one, apart from the
obvious assumption that some were chosen to fall in war. These examples indicate that Freyja
was a war-goddess, and she even appears as a valkyrie, literally 'the one who chooses the
slain'. Valkyries have been the subjects of various poems, works of art and musical works.
Becker reproduced in with the same title by A. Leeke, Einherier painting, from around , by K.
Dielitz, The Ride of the Valkyries painting, from around by J. Kolb, and Valkyrier drawing, by E.
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Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Valkyries. Valkyrie is a thriller film [5]
directed and co-produced by Bryan Singer and written by Christopher McQuarrie and Nathan
Alexander. The film is set in Nazi Germany during World War II and depicts the 20 July plot in by
German army officers to assassinate Adolf Hitler and to use the Operation Valkyrie national
emergency plan to take control of the country. Cruise's casting caused controversy among
German politicians and members of the von Stauffenberg family due to the actor's practice of
Scientology , which is viewed with suspicion in Germany. Because of this, the filmmakers
initially had difficulty setting up filming locations in Germany, but they were later given access
to locations such as Berlin's historic Bendlerblock. German newspapers and filmmakers
supported the film and its intention to spread global awareness of von Stauffenberg's plot. The
film changed release dates several times, from as early as June 27, , to as late as February 14,
The changing calendar and poor response to United Artists's initial marketing campaign drew
criticism about the film's viability. After a positive test screening, Valkyrie ' s release in North
America was ultimately changed to December 25, United Artists renewed its marketing

campaign to reduce its focus on Cruise and to highlight Singer's credentials. The film received
mixed reviews in the United States and in Germany, where it opened commercially on January
22, His battalion comes under attack by P fighter-bombers of the No. Meanwhile, Hitler visits his
military headquarters on the Eastern Front. General Henning von Tresckow attempts to
assassinate Hitler by smuggling a timebomb disguised as a box of Cointreau onto his plane.
The bomb fails to detonate, and Hitler's plane lands safely in Berlin. Shortly afterwards
resistance member General Hans Oster is arrested by the Gestapo. Stauffenberg proposes
using Operation Valkyrie , which involves the deployment of the Reserve Army in a national
emergency, as a means to take control of the country. The plotters redraft the plan's orders to
dismantle the Nazi regime after assassinating Hitler. Stauffenberg's new role within the Reserve
Army grants him direct access to Hitler, who approves the redrafted plan without fully
examining the modifications. Realizing that only General Friedrich Fromm , the head of the
Reserve Army , can initiate Valkyrie, they offer him a position as head of the Wehrmacht, but
Fromm declines to be directly involved. Stauffenberg is ordered to assassinate both Hitler and
Himmler at the Wolf's Lair. He persuades General Fellgiebel to cut off communications after the
attempt. Meanwhile, the Reserve Army is mobilized by Olbricht. Stauffenberg leaves with the
bomb and the Reserve Army is ordered to stand down. Fromm threatens Olbricht and
Stauffenberg that he will arrest them if they try to control the Reserve Army again; Stauffenberg
berates the plotters for their indecisiveness and condemns Goerdeler. When Goerdeler
demands that Stauffenberg be relieved, Beck informs him that the SS has issued a warrant for
his arrest, and that he must leave the country immediately. Due to the warm weather, the
conference is being held in an open-window summer barrack, minimizing their bomb's potential
effectiveness. Stauffenberg places the briefcase containing the bomb close to Hitler before
leaving. Officer Heinz Brandt moves the case behind a table leg, inadvertently shielding Hitler.
When the bomb explodes, Stauffenberg is certain that Hitler is dead and flees, managing to bluff
his way past security checkpoints and returning to Berlin. Olbricht refuses to mobilize the
Reserve Army without confirmation that Hitler is dead â€” Colonel Von Quirnheim one of the
plotters forges his signature and issues the orders. With Valkyrie underway, the plotters order
the arrest of Nazi party leaders and SS officers, convincing lower officers that the Party and the
SS are staging a coup , and soldiers begin to take control of the ministries. Rumors surface that
Hitler survived the blast, but Stauffenberg dismisses them as SS propaganda. Having learned
from Field Marshal Keitel that Hitler is still alive, Fromm refuses to join the plotters, resulting in
them detaining him. Recognizing the voice on the other end, Remer realizes that the Reserve
Army has been duped. SS officers are released and the plotters are besieged inside the
Bendlerblock. The headquarters staff flees, but the resistance leaders are arrested. Attempting
to save himself, Fromm convenes an impromptu court martial, places Beck under arrest, and
sentences Von Quirnheim, Olbricht, Haeften, and Stauffenberg to death. The ringleaders are
executed by firing squad , Beck is given a pistol and commits suicide and Tresckow commits
suicide in a forest by holding a grenade to his throat, Witzleben and Goerdeler are sentenced by
Roland Freisler in show trials and hanged. A post-script displays the text of the German
resistance memorial. Patrick Wilson was originally cast in Valkyrie , but dropped out due to
scheduling conflicts and other unspecified reasons. Some of the non-German actors initially
experimented with German accents, but Singer discarded the idea, instead instructing them to
adopt neutral accents that "[wouldn't] distract from the story". In , Christopher McQuarrie
visited Berlin while researching another project and visited the memorial to von Stauffenberg at
the Bendlerblock. Researching the 20 July plot, he was moved and fascinated by the fact that
the conspirators were fully aware of what would happen if they failed their assassination
attempt, and he wanted to make their story more well-known. He also sought to direct the film,
until he realized that adequate financing would only be secured with Bryan Singer directing.
After Singer completed the three major productions X-Men , X2 and Superman Returns , he
sought a smaller project before embarking upon the eventually aborted sequel to Superman
Returns. Shirer to gain deeper understanding of Nazi Germany's political landscape, and also
met with one of Hitler's bodyguards, Rochus Misch , [26] who was the last person to leave the
bunker where Hitler committed suicide. The creative team acknowledged the ambiguity over the
enigmatic von Stauffenberg's true motivation, but Singer and McQuarrie judged him to be a man
of ethics just from what he did. Singer looked back on his decision, saying, "The true story had
all the makings of a classic assassination thriller. I knew if I could keep the audience with [von]
Stauffenberg, with his mission, they would go with the flow and be less inclined to start
hypothesising on things from history. McQuarrie suggested they bring the project to United
Artists partners Paula Wagner and Tom Cruise , who immediately agreed to finance the film in
March The film's English-language title was ultimately titled Valkyrie because Singer felt that the
film was about more than the operation and liked its connection to Wagner's music. Germany's

Finance Ministry had originally denied the producers the right to film at Bendlerblock,
explaining that the site should be treated as a "place of remembrance and mourning" which
would "lose dignity if we were to exploit it as a film set". The producers were also denied a
request to film at a Berlin police station by the department, citing adverse impact to the facility.
McQuarrie and Alexander researched first-hand accounts, photos, newsreels and texts. They
also examined Gestapo and SS records, as the organizations had been meticulous in
reconstructing the events of the conspiracy in its aftermath. A timeline of events was created,
from which McQuarrie and Alexander shaped the script. After production began in Berlin, the
writers were able to visit locations and meet with relatives of the conspirators; these meetings
informed changes made to the script during filming. The initial scenes of von Stauffenberg in
Tunisia were written to provide historical context to the rest of the film. The scenes were written
with the intention of communicating the complexity of the situationâ€”including references to
the Holocaust â€”without being too obvious. The writers also wanted to evoke the spirit of the
resistance and convey the ongoing disgust of the German officers. McQuarrie and Alexander
found the most difficult task was in conveying the motives of the conspirators; von
Stauffenberg especially remained an enigma, though the writers believed he and the other
resistance members to be propelled by their moral outrage. McQuarrie and Alexander attempted
to include a scene of von Stauffenberg's witnessing an atrocity, but because he was a supply
officer he had little exposure to many of those that occurred. Though he witnessed
someâ€”such as the starvation of the Russians â€”they believed it difficult to dramatize von
Stauffenberg's being compelled to action by "field reports". They also had difficulties with
Hitler's portrayal; in researching his speeches , they struggled to find one in which he made
overtly villainous statements. Filming began on July 18, , in Berlin. Production also involved
World War II planes with swastikas painted on the sides, practicing in the airspace above
Brandenburg. Similar charges were filed against the owners of sites set up to show Nazi
displays for the film's production. Before filming the scene of von Stauffenberg's execution at
Bendlerblock, Tom Cruise led the cast and crew in holding a moment of silence [48] "out of
respect for the place and out of respect for the life achievement of these people who were
executed there", according to actor Christian Berkel. The wrong chemical was accidentally used
in development, damaging the film and requiring the crew to seek permission from the
government to re-shoot the scenes. Permission was granted and a spokesman for the film
indicated the schedule and budget had not been affected. Singer and cinematographer Newton
Thomas Sigel chose different styles for the separate halves of the film. Elegant camerawork
such as cranes were used for the build-up to the attempt on Hitler's life, while the second half is
frantic with handheld cinematography as the plotters are hunted down. The colors in the film
also become more intense as the story continues. Sigel focused on red, the color of the Nazi
flag, which he felt represented the violence of their ideology. Singer looked towards thrillers of
the s and home movies shot by Eva Braun for inspiration. Shooting scenes at night was difficult
because presenting the era accurately required blackouts. Sigel noted that, in real life, car
headlights were used for the firing squad to aim at and execute the plotters in the Bendlerblock.
The Tunisia battle sequence that opened the film was the last major sequence filmed. The
filmmakers wanted to avoid the appearance that von Stauffenberg wanted to kill Hitler because
of the injuries he suffered in the battle. They began a rough cut in October and, between then
and June , there were several test screenings without the battle sequence. By June , the
filmmakers felt that they knew how to adequately frame the characters when filming the battle
sequence. Singer instead used two P Warhawks in the battle sequence. The company's two key
goals were to accurately portray von Stauffenberg's injuries and to create a period look to
Berlin. With many close-ups of von Stauffenberg's hand with missing fingers, the injuries were
textured to look like actual scars, particularly based on surgical procedures from Cruise asked
for advice on how to best move his hands so visual effects would be easier to apply, but some
challenges, such as von Stauffenberg getting dressed on his own, were inescapable. According
to supervisor Richard R. Hoover , "We know from historical accounts that von Stauffenberg
didn't stick his hands in his pockets to try and hide his injuries. For the battle sequence in North
Africa, two real Curtiss P Kittyhawks in Desert Air Force paint schemes were used,
accompanied by cloned images of them or by computer-generated planes. In scenes showing
squadrons of soldiers, digital extras were not used; instead, photography of real squadrons was
cloned. Sony Pictures Imageworks also digitally expanded details on stage locations and at
practical locations. The exterior of Hitler's Bavarian residence Berghof was digitally created,
since little was left of the original structure, and the creation was superimposed on a shot of a
ski area in Austria. In Berlin itself, city officials helped reduce the need for visual effects by
removing power poles and modern lighting over the weekend when filming took place and
restoring the equipment by the start of the new week. There was widespread questioning in

some corners of the press as to whether, in order to make himself look more muscular and of
ample girth, Cruise had employed butt pads during filming. As with his previous collaborations
with Bryan Singer on The Usual Suspects , Superman Returns and X2 , editor and composer
John Ottman edited the film without a temp track , noting if the film was working well without
music, it was becoming a strong product. When the cut was test screened with an American
audience, the title cards were removed due to complaints that there were too many characters
to follow. Ottman said the challenge on Valkyrie was to create tension from dialogue scenes,
and he often reshaped scenes to do this: moments rather than whole scenes were cut from the
film. Ottman originally planned to compose a minimal score to Valkyrie , but found that despite
the film's dialogue-heavy nature, the film needed music to create a thriller atmosphere. Ottman
described the new approach, "It's very much like Usual Suspects â€”in order to keep the
tension going in a scene where there's really a lot of dialogue, we had to rely on a lot of score.
But the score is done in a very sort of pulsating, subliminal way. It's not an expository score, it's
more like a running pulse going through the movie. He had a specific theme he wanted for the
film, which was more modern than " The Winds of War "-type score he expected Ottman to do.
Ottman had to compose music for the North African battle before the scene was shot, because
booking space to record film music is difficult. Although he found that composing music based
on the script results in overlong pieces, he felt the music worked out fine for the sequence. The
film's end credits piece, "They'll Remember You", is an original composition, but the lyrics were
based on the poem " Wanderer's Nightsong " by German poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
Ottman described the original version of the track as a "three minute drone that I slowed down
with these two Tuvan throat singers , the whole thing was this horribly dark, morbid piece
[which] left you cold". Ottman composed a metallic motif for Hitler, which was formed by low
strings and a piano cluster. In June , prior to production, a German Defence Ministry
spokesperson said that filming of Valkyrie would not be allowed at the country's military sites if
protagonist Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg was portrayed by Tom Cruise , due to the actor's
adherence to Scientology , which is considered a dangerous cult by the German authorities.
The spokesperson further indicated that the ministry had not at that time received official
filming requests from Valkyrie ' s producers. It's bound to be rubbish," he said. The initial
controversy reportedly stemmed from German member of parliament Antje Blumenthal, an
authority on cults for the Christian Democratic Union and well-known opponent of Scientology,
who had claimed that the German Defence Minister had assured her that the film would not be
shot in the country. The film subsequently found local support in Germany. Director Florian
Henckel von Donnersmarck saw that Cruise's involvement would promote awareness of a
neglected story, [33] and veteran German actor Armin Mueller-Stahl also gave his support to the
production. Schirrmacher visited the set and agreed that the film would advance global
awareness of the German Resistance. Ultimately granting access to the Bendlerblock after
reviewing the script, the Defence Ministry said it showed that "barbarism didn't triumph but led
to the founding of a democratic Germany". Ursula Caberta , who is in charge of a German
government office which monitors Scientology, was disappointed in the ministry's decision,
saying, "Tom Cruise [is] a figurehead of an anti-constitutional organization, and he should be
treated that way. A spokesperson for Scientology in Berlin, Sabine Weber, said in August that
she was "shocked" by German politicians' criticisms, adding that it was a "call to
discrimination" against someone based on their religious beliefs. In November , the head of the
German Resistance Memorial Centre warned against any potential "myth formation" around von
Stauffenberg as a result of the film, urging that any understanding of the Colonel must also be
informed by the fact that he had been loyal to the Nazi cause for most of his military career.
Klaus Berg of the Hamburg Chronicle noted that " It is a well-known cliche that American film
makers prefer to provide their audiences with a happy ending. Here, a viewer with even the most
superficial and rudimentary knowledge of the history of the Second World War and of the
National Socialist Regime would know from the very outset that a happy ending is out of the
question, that all the protagonists' efforts and plans are doomed to end in bitter failure.
Knowing this, I was surprised to realize how deeply I was caught up in the tension of the plot,
how desperately I was hoping against hope that Cruise and his fellows would after all succeed.
No, not for one minute during the entire film did I think about Scientology. Valkyrie was
intended to be a high-profile film that would jump-start United Artists , the host studio partly
owned by Tom Cruise and Paula Wagner. In July , United Artists president of worldwide
marketing Dennis Rice was replaced by Michael Vollman, who was tasked to develop a
marketing strategy for the "troubled" Valkyrie , [81] which had been "battered by constant
media sniping". As the December release date approached, United Artists launched a campaign
to reform public perception of the film, downplaying the role of Tom Cruise as a German war
hero and instead pitching Valkyrie as "a character-driven suspense thriller". The poster was

designed to have flashy graphics and to emulate the posters from the war films The Great
Escape and The Dirty Dozen in having a team as a central visual. An internal MGM memo
reported the reception of the trailer by online communities to be "significantly favorable"
compared to the previous trailer. The film also tested the determination of its distributor
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the mettle of Cruise as a superstar. Prior to Valkyrie ' s December
release, concern was raised about how the film would be received in the holiday season due to
its Nazi subject matter, along with related films The Boy in the Striped Pajamas , The Reader ,
Defiance and Good. Advertising Age wrote during the economic crisis of , "The depressing
state of the economy and an alarmingly low level of understanding of the Holocaust among
American youth point to a tough road for such serious fare. Dergarabedian also ascribed the
better-than-expected performance to the studio's marketing of Valkyrie as a thriller film. The film
opened in 13 additional territories on the weekend of January 30, including Russia and Spain.
There were small anti-Scientology protests at the European premiere in Berlin, where Cruise
signed one protester's Guy Fawkes mask. In Germany, authorities and politicians expressed
concern that if the film was successful, it would boost Scientology in the country. German
politician Michael Brand encouraged his deputies to boycott Valkyrie , saying that Scientology
pursued "totalitarian goals". Germany's Agency for the Protection of the Constitution BfV ,
which monitors the presence of Scientology in the country, expressed concern about the film's
impact. The film does both: it has put a top Scientologist at the center of a national debate
about German history. Cruise had already left the show, when German comedian Michael
Mittermeier said: "In an interview, Tom Cruise claimed that he would have killed Hitler, too. The
site's critical consensus reads, "Given the subject matter, Valkyrie could have been an
outstanding historical thriller, but settles for being a mildly entertaining, but disposable yarn.
The New York Times wrote, "It has been greeted with a measured and hospitable reception in
Germany, where it was once viewed with suspicion. Cruise's performance turns out to be brisk
and reasonably plausible, though unexceptional, while the production as a whole succeeds as
an elaborate procedural, impressively staged in historical locations. Dargis also wrote of the
director's excess, "Though Mr. Singer's old-fashioned movie habits, his attention to the gloss,
gleam and glamour of the image, can be agreeably pleasurable, he tends to gild every lily,"
citing as an example the "spooky music" and "low camera angles" in the meeting between Hitler
and von Stauffenberg. But in its way it is a thoughtful and entertaining one, especially in
comparison with the pomp and pretentiousness of most of the competition this holiday season.
This story deserves to be told, but for reasons best known to himself, the star has latched onto
a strictly Nietzschean interpretation that he rides into the ground. She felt that the film started
slowly and that "even during scenes of intense action, the visually slick production is only
minimally engrossing". She concluded of the film's overall pace, "The action becomes more
engrossing during the film's second half, but one expects more depth and nuance, given its
pedigree. Todd McCarthy of Variety wrote that Valkyrie "has visual splendor galore, but is a cold
work lacking in the requisite tension and suspense". McCarthy considered Cruise as "a bit stiff
but still adequate" as von Stauffenberg. The critic believed that McQuarrie's script was
well-carpentered but felt that compressing and streamlining the events to make a known failed
plot more thrilling lacked a "sufficient sizzle into the dialogue or individuality into the
characters". McCarthy missed "many of the interesting personal and political nuances
pertaining to these men" that were not detailed. He thought that the production design by Lilly
Kilvert and Patrick Lumb stood out, that Newton Thomas Sigel's cinematography had a
"restrained elegance", and that John Ottman performed well in his dual role as editor and
composer. But neither is there anything about him that truly suggests Claus von Stauffenberg,
leader of the conspiracy to decapitate the Nazi government and stage a coup d'etat. Think of
Valkyrie as a reasonably entertaining drama about the time Tom Cruise tried to kill Hitler. Do
that, and it becomes possible to enjoy the movie. Despite differences over the quality of the
film, critics were in agreement that the film had drawn attention to von Stauffenberg's cause.
Neither is it the action thriller we feared, but it is a well-made and serious film. Other critics
thought that Tom Cruise did not "make the grade" as a German war hero. The film critic for Der
Tagesspiegel wrote, "[Cruise's] image as an actor has been finally ruined by Valkyrie But
Stauffenberg was a German hero, with aristocratic bearing, and Cruise cannot carry that off. The
Gestapo investigated the 20 July plot thoroughly, so filmmakers had access to much
documentation as they integrated the historical account with "Hollywood factors" in producing
Valkyrie. Hoffmann spoke of the film's accuracy, "[ Valkyrie ] gives a fundamentally accurate
portrait of Stauffenberg and the conspirators. There are details which must be counted as
liberties. But, fundamentally, the film is decent, respectful and represents the spirit of the
conspiracy. But the basic facts are all present and correct. While von Stauffenberg listens to
Richard Wagner 's " Ride of the Valkyries " in the film, in reality the colonel hated Wagner. He

explained the removals, "There were things I actually left out because I knew people would think
we were making them up Goerdeler was written in the film to be antagonistic, dramatically
representing the friction and conflict that existed within the conspiracy, though filmmakers
considered him a "much more moral character" in reality. One significant historical alteration,
made to avoid confusion with the audience and also to "set the stage" at the Wolf's Lair, was
changing the location of the first aborted assassination attempt to kill Hitler on July British
novelist Justin Cartwright , who wrote the book The Song Before It Is Sung about one of the
plot's conspirators, wrote, "The film is true to most of the facts of the plot, but fails to convey
any sense of the catastrophic moral and political vortex into which Germans were being drawn.
The film also did not explore von Stauffenberg's philosophy and background, which Cartwright
felt fit the German tradition of Dichter und Helden "poets and heroes". Cartwright described
how von Stauffenberg was an appropriate leader for the plot: "He was the man who
unmistakably wore the mantle of a near-mystic German past, a warrior Germany, a noble
Germany, a poetic Germany, a Germany of myth and longing. Cartwright also noted that the film
did not raise the question of what kind of Germany von Stauffenberg had in mind if the plot
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